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course, to value discovery in dollars and cents, but all attempts at
discovery should be organised with some consideration for the
magnitude of possible results compared with the amount of money
involved. In this relation the use of aeroplanes has made it possible
to lower the cost of exploration and discovery.
An expedition equipped for flying needs less personnel, and can
expect to cover more miles for less expenditure of energy and money
than could be done when using the dog-team method. For detailed
scientific research the dog-teams may be necessary, but my efforts
were to be purely in the nature of discovery, to open the way for
future research Lo follow. To achieve my purpose I believed that
by carrying sufficient food and equipment in the plane, we could,
if required, spend several weeks on the journey, and if by chance
our plane was wrecked we could either hold out until my ship could
return to civilisation, pick up another plane, and come to our rescue,
or else meet us at a pre-determined point to which we might walk,
and where we might find additional native food.
Adequate radio precaution would assure us of communication
with our base at all times, and to cover this I prepared not only for
two-way radio communication from the plane, but carried as well a
complete engine generator set for use when the plane was on the
ground, and a complete hand-driven set for use when sledging.
This, we believed, would take care of all emergencies. But we were
wrong, for during our flight a terminal inside the sending set, and
which we could not reach, burned out. While we were on the
ground between flights we maintained the prearranged schedules
three times daily, but the signals sent out by the engine generator
set were never heard. The oil in the hand-driven generator froze
stiff and stripped its gears.
Believing that we had ample fuel, we did not conserve our supply
either when climbing to high altitudes over Hearst Land or during
the various landings, and this brought us to a landing out of fuel
when within sixteen miles of our goaL There was no useful radio
gear at Little America, and with a frozen foot and considering the
difficulties of crossing the terribly crevassed area and pressure ridges
which ky between Little America and our plane, I did not think it
possible to haul equipment and fuel sufficient to bring the machine
to Little America, where in time it might have been possible to

